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SNAREThe N-ethylmaleimide-Sensitive Factor (NSF) was one of the initial members of the ATPases Associated with
various cellular Activities Plus (AAA+) family. In this review, we discuss what is known about the mechanism
of NSF action and how that relates to themechanisms of other AAA+ proteins. Like other family members, NSF
binds to a protein complex (i.e., SNAP–SNARE complex) and utilizes ATP hydrolysis to affect the
conformations of that complex. SNAP–SNARE complex disassembly is essential for SNARE recycling and
sustained membrane trafﬁcking. NSF is a homo-hexamer; each protomer is composed of an N-terminal
domain, NSF-N, and two adjacent AAA-domains, NSF-D1 and NSF-D2. Mutagenesis analysis has established
speciﬁc roles for many of the structural elements of NSF-D1, the catalytic ATPase domain, and NSF-N, the
SNAP–SNARE binding domain. Hydrodynamic analysis of NSF, labeled with (Ni2+-NTA)2-Cy3, detected
conformational differences in NSF, in which the ATP-bound conformation appears more compact than the
ADP-bound form. This indicates that NSF undergoes signiﬁcant conformational changes as it progresses
through its ATP-hydrolysis cycle. Incorporating these data, we propose a sequential mechanism by which NSF
uses NSF-N and NSF-D1 to disassemble SNAP–SNARE complexes. We also illustrate how analytical
centrifugation might be used to study other AAA+ proteins. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled:
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ATPases Associated with various cellular Activities Plus (AAA+)
family, so named by Kunau et al. [1], is one of the largest protein
superfamilies. Proteins within the AAA+ family contain one or two
copies of an homologous ATP-binding domain consisting of 200–250
amino acids (called AAA domain, AAA module or AAA cassette) [2].
The ﬁrst published sequence of an AAA+ protein was that of the
porcine Valosin-Containing Protein (VCP) in 1987 [3]. Since then,
AAA+ proteins have been found in all organisms and have been
shown to participate in a diverse array of cellular processes, including
membrane fusion/transport, organelle biogenesis, proteolysis, proteindisaggregation/refolding, DNA replication, DNA transcription, DNA
recombination and other processes [4–10].
AAA+ proteins are involved directly or indirectly in a rapidly
increasing number of human diseases. Axonemal dynein defects lead
to primary ciliary dyskinesia [4]. A dominantly inherited syndrome of
inclusion body myopathy associated with Paget's disease of the bone
and frontotemporal dementia is caused by mutations in p97/VCP [11].
The loss of a glutamic acid residue in the ER-lumenal AAA+ protein
torsinA is responsible for most cases of early-onset, autosomal-
dominant, primary dystonia [6]. The human orthologue of Pex1p is
mutated in N70% of Zellweger's type peroxisome-biogenesis disorders
[2]. Decreased production of N-ethylmaleimide-Sensitive Factor (NSF)
is associated with epilepsy [12]. ANCCA, an androgen receptor
coactivator, is highly expressed in prostate cancer [13]. In many
cases (excepting dynein), the AAA+ proteins are involved in the
disassembly of some cellular proteins or protein complexes, and their
dysfunction or loss of function contributes to these diseases.
2. Structural features and function of the AAA+ proteins
The hallmark of the AAA+ proteins is the AAA domain. Based on
the number of AAA domains, the family is divided into two
subfamilies: Type I (one AAA domain) and Type II (two AAA domains).
Most of the AAA+ proteins contain one domain (such as those
involved in proteolysis), while the proteins involved in membrane
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sequence alignment and crystal structure comparison, the AAA
domain is highly conserved [2,10,14–18]. It consists of an N-terminal
α/β subdomain (dark blue in Fig. 1) and a C-terminal α-helical
subdomain (red in Fig. 1). The numbers of α-helices around theFig. 1. Overall fold of AAA+ proteins. Panel A: Ribbon diagram of the AAA domains of NSF-D
(1XWI), HslU (E. coli) (1DO2), δ′-subunit of the clamp-loader complex (E. coli) (1A5T), PspF (
each diagram,α/β subdomain andα-helical subdomain of the AAAmodule are colored dark b
clamp–loader complex and RuvB, and additional domain IV of DnaA are shown in light blue
ADE: adenine. ANP: phosphoaminophosphonic acid-adenylate ester. Panel B: Hexamer of NSF
the images are based on PDB code of each protein and were generated using Swiss PDB viecentral ﬁve-stranded parallel β-sheet and in the C-terminal sub-
domain vary. Classical AAA+ proteins assemble into closed ring-
shaped oligomers (generally hexamers) with a narrow central pore
(Fig. 1B and C). Beside the conserved AAA domain, the AAA+ proteins
contain various accessory domains (light blue in Fig. 1), which are2 (Chinese Hamster Overy cells) (1D2N), p97-D2 (mice) (3CF0), SKD1/VPS4B (human)
E. coli) (2C98), DnaA (Aquifex aeolicus) (1L8Q), RuvB (Thermus thermophilus) (1HQC). In
lue and red, respectively. The additional I domain of HslU, C domains of δ′-subunit of the
. Nucleotides are shown in stick presentation. AMP-PNP: non-hydrolyzable ATP analog.
-D2. Panel C: Hexamer of p97-N-D1. The additional N domain is colored in light blue. All
wer.
Fig. 2. NSF–SNAP–SNARE particle. The spark-plug shape of NSF–SNAP–SNARE complex
with the two rings of NSF at the wider end and the SNAP–SNARE complex at the thinner
end. Each element of the NSF–SNAP–SNARE complex is created from the available
crystal structures. The two ATP-binding domains of NSF (D1 and D2) in white are
modeled from the NSF-D2 structure (1D2N). A trimer of NSF-N domains, in red, is based
on the three-in-three-out model of May et al. 1999 (1QDN). Three yeast α-SNAPs
(Sec17p, 1QQE) are depicted in yellow. The coiled-coil SNARE complex is depicted with
Syntaxin 1a in light blue, synaptobrevin/VAMP-2, inmagenta, and SNAP-25 in dark blue
(2BUO). The images were created with Swiss PDB viewer and rendered with Pov-Ray.
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These accessory domains are thought to interact with the substrates of
the AAA+ proteins [19–24].
Although they have diverse functions, AAA+ proteins all undergo
conformational changes as they hydrolyze ATP. Through these
conformational changes, they convert the chemical energy from ATP
hydrolysis into mechanical work. Three models have been proposed
to explain the actions of the closed-ring oligomeric AAA+ proteins:
1) Threading, the substrate polypeptide or polynucleotide is threaded
into the central pore of the AAA+ protein's ring; 2) Prying,
the substrate complex is bound at multiple sites and pulled apart;
3) Walking, the substrate is passed from one binding site to the next
generating a next movement of the substrate or AAA+ protein
[2,4,25].
In this review, we will focus on one of the AAA+ proteins, the
N-ethylmaleimide-Sensitive Factor (NSF; yeast homolog Sec18p),
which is involved in membrane trafﬁcking.
3. N-ethylmaleimide-Sensitive Factor (NSF)
N-ethylmaleimide-Sensitive Factor (NSF) is one of theﬁrstmembers
of theAAA+ family andwas identiﬁedduring earlymolecular analysis of
vesicular trafﬁcking between Golgi cisternae [26]. NSF is a homo-
hexamer [27], with each protomer of the homo-hexamer having three
domains: the N-terminal domain (NSF-N, 1–205), the ﬁrst ATP-binding
domain (NSF-D1, 206–477), and the second ATP-binding domain
(NSF-D2, 478–744) [19,28,29]. The structure of NSF-D2 was the ﬁrst
AAA domain to be determined [30,31].
The well-documented role of NSF in vesicular transport is logically
based on its interactions with SNAP-binding Receptor, SNAREs [32]
and Soluble NSF Attachment Proteins, SNAPs [33], although several
studies point to additional roles for NSF [34,35]. Recent studies also
show that NSF may not be constitutively active, but may instead be
regulated by several different mechanisms, including inactivation by
S-nitrosylation and phosphorylation [36–39].
3.1. SNAREs and SNAPs
SNARE proteins are the minimal machinery for membrane fusion
[40]. SNAREs are classiﬁed into vesicle (v)- and target-membrane
(t)-SNAREs according to their localizations [32] or Arginine (R)- and
Glutamine (Q)-SNAREs based on a key residue in the center of their
SNARE domains [41]. There are two types of t-SNAREs: Syntaxin-type
and SNAP-25-type. All SNARE proteins characteristically contain
conserved heptad repeats of approximately 60–70 residues termed
the SNARE motif. SNAP-25-like SNAREs contain two such motifs.
Structural information from neuronal SNARE complexes shows that
the SNARE motifs assemble into parallel, coiled-coil, four-helix
bundles by burying the hydrophobic residues inside the core
(Fig. 2). Three of the helices are contributed by t-SNAREs (1 from
Syntaxin and 2 from SNAP-25), with the other helix provided by the
v-SNARE. The coiled-coil is composed of 15 hydrophobic layers
arranged perpendicular to the axis of the helical bundle, and contains
a central hydrophilic zero-layer with one R- and three Q-residues. The
surface of the complex is highly grooved with several charged regions
[42,43].
Clary et al. [33] determined that NSF required a peripheral
membrane protein adaptor to bind Golgi membranes. This protein
was called Soluble NSF Attachment Protein or SNAP. In mammals,
there are three SNAPs: α, β, and γ. Human α-SNAP and β-SNAP share
~85% sequence identity; γ-SNAP only shares 20–25% sequence
identity. Both α-SNAP and γ-SNAP are ubiquitous proteins while
β-SNAP is a regional-speciﬁc brain isoform [44]. In yeast, there is only
one, Sec17p, which is 35% identical to human α-SNAP and 22% to
γ-SNAP [45]. Since there is large sequence variation among the SNARE
family, it seems likely that α-SNAP primarily recognizes the overallshape of the coiled-coil structure but not speciﬁc residues. A recent
study shows that α-SNAP can inhibit exocytosis at a step downstream
of NSF-driven SNARE complex disassembly, revealing a second action
of α-SNAP on membrane fusion. It binds to the SNARE motif of free
Syntaxin 1, blocking the trans-SNARE complex formation [46].
The crystal structure of Sec17p shows that it contains an N-terminal
twisted sheet ofα-helical hairpinswith a protrudingC-terminal,α-helical
globular bundle (Fig. 2). One edge of the twisted sheet is longer than the
other, formingconcave andconvex faces in the structure. Theconcave face
has a distribution of negative charges, which is most pronounced at the
extreme C-terminus. Mutagenesis data show SNAP–SNARE complex
interactions involve positively-chargedα-SNAP residues distributed over
the concave surface of its twisted sheet domain [47]. The crystal structure
of γ-SNAP from Brachydanio rerio has been solved. This ortholog has 73%
sequence identity to human γ-SNAP, while it is only 21% homologous to
human α-SNAP and 22% homologous to Sec17p. From the crystal
structure, γ-SNAP adopts a fold very similar to that of Sec17p, although
less twisted. TheN-terminal and C-terminal portions ofγ-SNAP align very
well with the corresponding regions of Sec17p and the major difference
occurs in the middle of the two proteins. γ-SNAP possesses a group of
positively-charged residues on the concave side, which is similar to the
residues important for binding of α-SNAP to SNARE complexes. The
C-termini of α-SNAP and γ-SNAP are conserved, especially the highly-
conserved, penultimate leucine, which is crucial for NSF binding and
stimulationof its ATPase [48]. However,α- andγ-SNAParenot equivalent
since γ-SNAP has lower speciﬁc activity in both Golgi transport and NSF
binding assays and it cannot rescue the sec17ts defect (though α-SNAP
can) [33].
3.2. Canonical function of NSF
NSF was one of the ﬁrst proteins speciﬁcally linked to membrane
fusion [49] and is critical for most of the heterotypic fusion and some of
the homotypic fusion in cells [50–52]. The heightened expression of NSF
throughout the central nervous system indicates a central function of
NSF in regulating neurotransmitter release [53,54], although it is
required in all cells. Expressing the dominant-negative mutant of NSF
(NSF-E329Q) in mammalian cells disrupts the Golgi apparatus, inhibits
sulfated glycosaminoglycan (GAG) synthesis and causes cell death [55].
Prominent cell death inmany sensory organs and build-up endoplasmic
reticulum (ER)-likemembrane in hypothalamic neuron are observed in
zebraﬁsh expressing a nsfmutant [56].
In yeast, the NSF equivalent is encoded by the Sec18 gene [57].
Sec18p is 48% identical to NSF [49] and is required formultiple steps of
membrane trafﬁcking in yeast [58]. At restrictive temperature, the
Fig. 3. Structure of NSF-N and NSF-D2. Panel A: The crystal structure of the N-domain of
NSF. NA in light blue, NB in light purple, and the hinge region in white. The groove 3 is
shown in dark blue. Mutated residues are indicated. Red amino acids are positions
where mutations are inhibitory (no binding or less than 30% of wild-type NSF binding),
those in yellow are partially inhibitory (30–70% of wild-type NSF binding), and those in
green have little effect (more than 70% of wild-type NSF binding). The images are based
on 1QDN and were generated using Swiss PDB viewer and rendered with Pov-Ray.
Panel B: Crystal structure of NSF-D2 hexamer. The subunits are shown in pink, aqua or
yellow. AMP-PNP coordinated by Mg2+ is shown in space-ﬁll representation. Six loops
in the central pore are indicated in black. The boxed region is enlarged and the β-sheet
core subdomain and α-helical cap subdomain from one pink subunit are labeled. The
aqua-blue loop above the pink subunit is a section from the adjacent subunit. Conserved
motifs are also indicated: green for P loop (Walker A); purple for Walker B box; light
blue for Sensor 1; dark green for Sensor 2; dark blue for Arginine Fingers. The asterisk
indicates the Arginine Fingers from the adjacent subunit. The images are based on 1D2N
and were created with Swiss PDB viewer and rendered with Pov-Ray.
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morphology and the accumulation of small vesicle-like struc-
tures [59,60]. Expression of a dominant-negative mutant of Sec18p
(Sec18–109p) interferes with ER-Golgi membrane trafﬁc, causing the
accumulation of a fenestrated, membranous structure [61].
Unlike other species, Drosophila expresses two NSF isoforms:
dNSF1, which is the dominant isoform in the adult central nervous
system and dNSF2, which shows a much broader distribution [62].
dNSF1 null ﬂies die as pharate adults but dNSF2 deletion is lethal at or
before the ﬁrst instar stage [63]. A point mutation in the dNSF1 gene
generates a temperature-sensitive mutant comatose, which has a
severe defect in synaptic transmission, exhibiting a paralytic pheno-
type at restrictive temperature [64,65]. A clear redistribution of
Syntaxin and SNAP-25 away from the neurotransmitter release sites
(active zone) of dorsal longitudinal ﬂight muscle neuromuscular
synapses is observed at the consecutively stimulated comatose
synapses, suggesting that NSF maintains a pool of free t-SNAREs at
the active zone [66].
Although the importance of NSF is unquestionable, the precise role
of this key protein in the membrane fusion process has been intensely
debated. Two models have been proposed. One is the pre-fusion
model, which posits that NSF disassembles the SNARE complex before
fusion, initiating the formation of trans-SNARE complex [67–70]. The
other is the post-fusion model, which posits that NSF is required to
resolve cis-SNARE complexes, thus allowing individual SNAREs to
recycle for addition rounds of fusion. Currently, the post-fusion role of
NSF is more accepted since in the comatosemutant, several rounds of
vesicle fusion occur before the depletion of free SNAREs causes
neurotransmission to cease [66,71–73]. However, given that the
membrane fusion process can be envisioned as a cycle, the role of NSF
can be seen as either the ﬁnal event of one round of a cycle or the
initiating phase of the next.
3.3. Structural studies of NSF
Each protomer of the NSF homo-hexamer contains one N-terminal
domain (NSF-N), followed by two conserved, Walker-type, nucleo-
tide-binding domains (termed NSF-D1 and NSF-D2). NSF-N is a
kidney-shaped domain composed of two subdomains: NA (a.a. 1–83)
and NB (a.a. 87–201), which are joined by a short linker [74,75]
(Fig. 3A). NA is made of six β strands arranged in a barrel with two “ψ
loops” containing shortα helices (α1 and α2) extending over the top.
NB is an α/β roll, where four β strands wrap around a single
amphipathic α-helix. A cleft between NA and NB is formed and two
small hydrophobic clusters are located at either end of the cleft. The
surface of NSF-N possesses an overall positive charge and contains
three grooves [74,75].
NSF-D2 is an AAA domain based on its structure and sequence
[30,31] (Fig. 3B). The structure of NSF-D1 has not been determined,
but its sequence homology to NSF-D2 indicates that it is also a typical
AAA domain. Overall, each AAA domain consists of two subdomains:
an N-terminal nucleotide-binding subdomain (residues 505–676 for
NSF-D2), and a C-terminal α-helical subdomain (residues 677–750
for NSF-D2). The N-terminal subdomain (which contains theWalker A
and B box motifs) has a wedge shape with a central ﬁve-stranded
parallel β-sheet. The C-terminal subdomain is composed of four α
helices, which lies above the nucleotide-binding domain and
contributes several residues to nucleotide binding.
In the hexamer, the nucleotide-binding pocket is located at the
interface between adjacent protomers. Several conserved motifs
contribute to the nucleotide-binding pocket, including the classical
Walker A, Walker B, Sensor 1, Sensor 2 and Arginine Fingers motifs
(Fig. 3B). Walker A and Walker B motifs are two motifs having the
pattern GXXXXGKT/S and (R/K)XXXGXXXL/VhhhhDE, respectively
(X: any amino acid; h: hydrophobic amino acid). They are highly
conserved in nucleotide-binding proteins [76]. The conserved lysineresidues (266, 549) in the two Walker A boxes of NSF are crucial for
ATP-binding [29,77]. The aspartic acid in the DEXX sequence of the
Walker B box is thought to coordinate a Mg2+ ion that is needed for
ATP hydrolysis, whereas the glutamate is required to activate water
for the hydrolysis reaction. The Second Region of Homology (SRH) is
another sequence motif that is highly conserved in AAA+ proteins [2].
Sensor 1 is at the N-terminus of the SRH and often contains a
threonine/asparagine pair [17]. At its C-terminus are two arginine
Fig. 4. Scheme of NSF action. Cytosolic NSF binds to ATP (Step 1) and the ATP-bound
NSF slowly undergoes unproductive nucleotide hydrolysis (Step 2). Three α-SNAPs
bind to SNARE complex (Step 3). In the ATP-bound state, NSF is competent to bind the
SNAP–SNARE complex (Step 4). Upon binding, SNAP–SNARE complexes stimulate
nucleotide hydrolysis by inducing a structural change in the nucleotide-binding site of
NSF-D1 (Step 5). ATP hydrolysis or, more probably, release of the phosphate results in
conformational changes of NSF, generating the driving force required to unwind the
SNAP–SNARE complex (Step 6).
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for nucleotide hydrolysis similar to Arginine Fingers of GTPase
Activating Proteins (GAP) [78]. The α-helical subdomain of the
nucleotide-binding domains contains amotif, called Sensor 2, which is
composed of residues that are positioned adjacent to the ATP-binding
site. This motif, often contains a conserved arginine (e.g. GAR in ClpA,
ClpB [79] and Hsp104 [80]; DLR in Cdc6p [81]) that interacts with the
γ-phosphate of ATP. This is absent in NSF-D1 (ELE) and is replaced
with a lysine in NSF-D2 (GIK).
The six protomers of NSF form two stacked homo-hexameric ring
[82]. Based on the structure of the NSF-D2, there is a central pore
which could be contiguous with a predicted pore in NSF-D1
[30,31,83]. This pore is thought to be important for substrate binding
and processing in other AAA+ proteins [2] and a conservedmotifΦhG
(aromatic–hydrophobic–glycine) in one of the central pore loops are
involved in substrate engagement in ClpB and p97 [84–86].
3.4. NSF's ATPase activity
The intrinsic ATPase activity of NSF is very low [28]. NSF-N has
been proposed to exert some control over NSF's ATPase activity
because antibodies against to it cause a two-fold increase in hydrolytic
activity [87]. Binding to immobilized α-SNAP stimulates the ATPase
activity [88]; however, maximal stimulation of ATPase activity is only
achieved when both α-SNAP and SNARE complexes are included [89].
The penultimate leucine of α-SNAP is critical for this activity [90,91].
Consistently, the L294A mutation of α-SNAP is unable to mediate
NSF–SNAP–SNARE complex disassembly. NSF-D1 accounts for the
majority of basal and SNAP–SNARE-stimulated ATPase activity
[29,92]. Mutations in the ATP-binding site of domain D1 (K266A
and E329Q) cause a 70–80% decrease in ATPase activity relative to
wild-type NSF [29]. Mutations in the NSF-D2 decrease ATPase activity,
but only minimally [29].
3.5. Mechanism of NSF action
To simplify the model of the NSF-mediated disassembly of SNAP–
SNARE complexes, we propose an enzymatic cycle outlined in Fig. 4.
Cytosolic NSF can exist in either the ADP- or ATP-bound form. Since the
binding constants of both NSF-D1 (15–20 μM) and NSF-D2 (30–
40 nM) for ATP [77] are orders of magnitude lower than the
concentration of cytosolic ATP (~milimolar range), it is expected
that theATP-bound formpredominates (Step 1). The boundATP canbe
hydrolyzed to ADP and Pi at an extremely slow rate in solution, based
on the low basal ATPase activity of NSF (Step 2) [88]. In the presence of
SNARE complexes,α-SNAPs interactwith SNARE complex (Step 3) and
recruit SNAP–SNARE complex to NSF (Step 4). Only ATP-bound NSF is
competent for this binding. Once bound, the SNAP–SNARE complex
stimulates the ATPase activity of NSF (Step 5). ATP hydrolysis couples
to conformational changes in NSF, which ultimately catalyze the
disassembly of SNAP–SNARE complex (Step 6).
Identiﬁcation of the speciﬁc elements important for NSF's ATPase
and substrate-binding, and detection of the conformational changes
in NSF induced by ATP binding and hydrolysis, are critical for
understanding NSF's mechanism of action. The mutagenesis analyses
of NSF-N and NSF-D1 identiﬁed possible SNAP–SNARE binding sites,
showing that they could be located on a positively-charged surface on
NSF-N and in the conserved residues in NSF-D1's central pore. The
important motifs surrounding the nucleotide-binding pocket of
NSF-D1: Walker A, Walker B, Sensor 1, Sensor 2 and Arginine Fingers,
each plays a discrete role in the overall of function of NSF. The Walker
A and Sensor 1 are important for ATP binding;Walker B is essential for
ATP hydrolysis; Sensor 2 and Arginine Fingers are important for
SNAP–SNARE complex-stimulated ATPase activity and complex
disassembly. Mutations in the Walker B motif and in the Arginine
Fingers have a dominant-negative effect in cells, suggesting that bothelements are important for inter-protomer communications [86].
These studies establish the roles for speciﬁc parts of the NSF proteins
and elucidate its catalytic mechanism.
Moreover, for the ﬁrst time, the conformational differences
between NSF-ATP and NSF-ADP have been detected in solution
[93,94]. These ﬁndings begin to deﬁne the speciﬁc structural changes
that occur during each step ofNSF's ATPase cycle. Suchdata should also
be applicable to other AAA+ proteins which use ATP binding/
hydrolysis and adaptor proteins or accessory domains to carry out
their cellular functions.
3.5.1. ATP binding in NSF-D1 (Step 1)
As shown in Fig. 4, the ﬁrst step in the NSF ATPase cycle is one
where ATP binds to NSF. Since the NSF-D2 has a very low ATPase
activity and a signiﬁcantly higher afﬁnity for ATP than ADP [77], it is
reasonable to assume that the ATPase cycle is only occurring in the
NSF-D1 domain. The Walker A and Sensor 1 regions of NSF-D1 are
critical for ATP binding [29,86], suggesting both motifs adopt
conformations able to accommodate the γ-phosphate group of ATP.
The side chain of the conserved lysine in Walker A (K266) forms
hydrogen bonds with β- and γ-phosphate oxygen atoms; the side
chain of the conserved asparagine in Sensor 1 (N374) forms a
hydrogen bond with the γ-phosphate oxygen atom (Fig. 3B). The
K266A mutation is defective in ATP binding [29] and N374A/D
mutations diminished the intrinsic ATPase activity of NSF [86]. The
conserved lysine is also present in the Walker A motif of NSF-D2
(K549). The position of K549 in the crystal structure of NSF-D2 and
the phenotype of the K549A mutant are as expected if the lysine
residue plays a role in nucleotide binding, as proposed for K266 [29–
31]. This lysine residue in Walker A motif is highly conserved in the
AAA+ proteins [10,17] and mutation of this residue inhibits
nucleotide binding in several AAA+ proteins [2,95–104].
Sensor 1 is thought to discriminate between bound ATP and ADP
by forming a hydrogen bond with the γ-phosphate of ATP. In the
structure of NSF-D2, the conserved asparagine (N374) of Sensor 1 is a
serine (S655), which is involved in a hydrogen-bond network that
positions a water molecule as a potential nucleophile for ATP-
hydrolysis [31]. The conserved asparagine (sometimes threonine)
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hydrogen bond between its side chain and the γ-phosphate of ATP has
been reported in other AAA+ proteins. In the crystal structure of
bacterial processivity clamp loader γ-complex, bacterial RuvB or its
eukaryotic homolog RuvBL1, threonine or asparagine residue in
Sensor 1 forms a hydrogen bond with the γ-phosphate of ATP [105–
107]. In mouse SKD1/VPS4B, N279 interacts with the γ-phosphate of
ATP but has no connection with any phosphate when ADP is bound
[108]. In FtsH, the side chain of N302 moves into the active site only
when it senses the γ-phosphate of AMP-PNP [109]. In general,
mutation of this residue in Sensor 1 appears to affect nucleotide
binding or hydrolysis [61,110–113].
3.5.2. SNAP–SNARE Binding to ATP-Charged NSF (Step 4)
Walker A and Sensor 1 in NSF-D1 are important not only for ATP
binding, but also for inducing a SNAP–SNARE-binding-competent
state, since the K266A and N374A/D mutants show almost no binding
to SNAP–SNARE complexes [29,86]. The binding of SNAP–SNARE
complex to NSF (Step 4 in Fig. 4) involves the NSF-N domain and
central pore region of NSF-D1 domain [19,86]. These two portions of
NSF must be affected by the nucleotide bound in the NSF-D1 site,
either directly or indirectly, since mutations in the Sensor 1 and the
Walker A motif negatively affect SNAP–SNARE binding.
3.5.2.1. NSF-N. The N-domain is essential for protein substrate binding
for both NSF/Sec18p [19,35,114], and its close relatives, p97/Cdc48p,
archaeal homolog VAT, and PEX1 [103,115–117]. The crystal struc-
tures of the N-terminal domains of NSF, Sec18p, p97, VAT and PEX1
bear a striking resemblance, although sequence identity of NSF-N to
Sec18p-N is only around 27% and that of NSF-N to other homologs is
less than 10% [74,75,114,118–120]. Overall, their N domains contain
two subdomains: N-terminal subdomain (NA), which forms a
double-ψ β-barrel (DPBB) motif, and C-terminal subdomain (NB),
which assumes an α/β roll. Commonly, DPBB motifs contain
substrate-binding sites in the ﬁrst ψ-loop [121]. Our results showed
the positively-charged residues in the groove 3 of NSF-N were
important for SNAP–SNARE binding (Fig. 3A) [86]. Interestingly,
groove 3 contains the ﬁrst NA ψ-loop and is located on the top part of
the cleft between the NA and NB subdomains. A similar basic groove is
present on the N-domain of Sec18p [114] and a G89Dmutation (in the
ﬁrst NA ψ-loop of Sec18p) inhibits the interaction of Sec18p with
Sec17p [122]. The positively-charged surface that lines the upper face
of the cleft is also found in p97 and its archaeal homolog, VAT, but the
binding sites for p97 adaptor proteins, p47 and Ufd1-Npl4, are located
on the lower face of the cleft [20,123]. The upper face of the cleft in
PEX1 is acidic [119] and the phospholipid-binding interface is also in
the lower part of the PEX1-N [117].
How many N-domains in NSF hexamer are required for SNAP–
SNARE binding? Our in vivo assays show that the mixed hexamer
mutants, R67A and Y83F, expressed in HeLa cells, have no dominant-
negative phenotype, which is in good agreement with the conclusion
that NSF hexamers do not need a full complement of functional N
domains for activity [19,86]. This conclusion is also consistent with
the “3-in, 3-out” model for NSF-N function, where it is proposed that
only three N-domain-containing protomers are needed to interact
with threeα-SNAPs [75]. Consistently, it has been proposed that three
p47 adaptor molecules bind to three of the six p97-N domains based
on the EM structure of p97–p47 complex [124].
The full-length Secp18p in the AMP-PNP state binds to a cation
exchange column while the protein under hydrolytic conditions (ADP
or ATP/Mg2+) does not. This might indicate that conformational
changes in NSF upon ATP binding expose a basic surface. One could
interpret this to mean that NSF-N is being repositioned into a
competent state for binding to the negatively-charged C-terminus of
α-SNAP [90,114]. The masking or exposure of the basic groove by the
movement of NSF-N could be controlled by an arginine residue, R67,in this groove. Of all the positively-charged residues identiﬁed as
important for SNAP–SNARE binding, only NSF R67 is highly conserved
in Sec18p, p97, Cdc48p and VAT (but not in PEX1) [86]. In p97, the
equivalent R89 (p97-NA) is located in the positively-charged surface
that interacts with either Q261 in the p97-D1α/β subdomain [118] or
Y203 in the p97-N-D1 linker [125]. It has been proposed that this
interaction controls the position of p97-N with respect to the rest of
the protein [126]. More importantly, the most prevalent mutations,
R95G or R155H/C/P, in the dominantly inherited syndrome of
inclusion body myopathy associated with Paget's disease of the
bone and frontotemporal dementia are also located in the same
surface [11,119]. If this interaction is conserved in NSF, the disruption
in SNAP–SNARE complex binding caused by the R67A/E mutations
does not necessarily mean that R67 is the binding site. Instead it could
be a latch (as proposed for p97) that controls the position of the NSF-
N. The orientation of NSF-N controlled by R67 is one of the future
questions that will require analysis of the conformational changes
occurring in the R67A/E mutations of NSF in the ADP- and ATP-bound
states.3.5.2.2. Central pore in NSF-D1. The other region that appears to be
involved in SNAP–SNARE binding is the central pore in NSF-D1 [86].
The conservedΦhG motif is part of a loop which forms a hydrophobic
patch above the central pore (Fig. 3B) and is responsible for substrate
binding and/or translocation by AAA+ proteins that use the thread-
ing-through mechanism [2,25]. This conserved motif (especially the
conserved aromatic residue) is only present in the catalytically active
AAA domain of NSF/Sec18p, p97/Cdc48p, PEX1/Pex1p and PEX6/
Pex6p (YhG in NSF/Sec18p-D1; WhG in p97/Cdc48p-D2; Y/FhG in
PEX1/Pex1p-D2; YhG in PEX6/Pex6p-D2). The WhG motif is also
present in the central pore loops of VPS4A/VPS4B/Vps4p. These
proteins are all involved in the disassembly of protein complexes. The
narrow diameter of the central pore in NSF or p97 makes the
translocation of the substrates seem unlikely [2,125,127]. Our studies
show that the hydrophobic patch (Y296 to G298) in one of the loops
that protrudes into the central pore of NSF-D1 might mediate
interactions with the SNAP–SNARE complex. The mutants in this
motif (Y296A/F, G298A, Y296A/G298A, Y296F/G298A) affected SNAP–
SNARE binding, though to different extents [86]. The Y296A (but not
Y296F) and the G298A mutants were defective on SNAP–SNARE
complex disassembly [86], suggesting the aromatic residue and
glycine residue in the NSF-D1 pore may assist in complex dissociation.
Mutagenesis studies of p97 and VAT suggest that the hydrophobic
patch has a similar function to that in the AAA+ proteases. The
aromatic residue is thought to be involved in substrate binding and
unfolding [85,103,128]. The pore loop of VPS4A/VPS4B is also
proposed to be used for contacting substrates or disassembly of the
Endosomal Sorting Complexes Required for Transport (ESCRT)-III
complex [21,129].
The reason for the utilization of two structural elements, N-
domain and the central pore, in substrate binding is currently
unknown. Recently, it is reported the N-domains of ClpA and ClpX
are utilized for substrate reorganization. This is thought to serve as a
docking site for various adaptor proteins and to be involved in local
unfolding of substrates [130,131]. Once bound, the substrates are
delivered into the central pore for unfolding and translocation. For
p97, it is proposed that p97-N is the binding sites for the adaptor
proteins and the real substrate binding sites are in the p97-D2 pore
region [85]. For NSF, it is possible that three α-SNAPs coat the outside
of the SNARE complex and ﬁrst interact with three N-domains. This
could position the SNAP–SNARE complex close to the exterior surface
of the D1 ring and hence, close to the pore region of the D1 domain.
Once in this position, the N-termini of the SNARE complex could be
inserted into the pore and where they could make contact with the
conserved hydrophobic patch (Fig. 5). The movement of this central
Fig. 5. Model of SNAP–SNARE complex disassembly by NSF. Panel A: After membrane
fusion, SNAREs form a four-helical bundle (VAMP-2 in purple, Syntaxin 1 in light blue
and SNAP-25 in dark blue) and threeα-SNAPs (orange) are coated along its length. Panel
B:α-SNAPs recruit SNARE to the ATP-bound NSF (NSF-N in red, NSF-D1 in sky-blue and
NSF-D2 in blue-gray). The three C-termini of α-SNAPs associate with three NSF-N
domains and the N-terminal regions of the SNAREs contact the central pore of NSF-D1.
The binding of SNAP–SNARE complex induces conformational changes inNSF-D1,which
catalyze ATP hydrolysis. Panel C: Upon ATP hydrolysis, the chemical energy converts to
physical changes in NSF, including NSF-N domains. The movements of NSF-N domains
are then coupled to α-SNAPs, which act as a socket to disassemble the SNARE complex.
Panel D: NSF returns to ADP-bound state, with free SNAPs and SNAREs.
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disassemble the SNARE complex.
3.5.3. SNAP–SNARE-stimulated ATPase (Step 5)
The binding of SNAP–SNARE complexes to NSF stimulates its ATPase
activity in Step 5. Arginine Fingers are thought to play a role in this step.
ArginineFingerswereﬁrst noted in the structureof theRas/Ras-GTPase-
activating protein (Ras-GAP) complex [78]. The positively-charged
guanidiniumgroup of R789 in Ras-GAP interactswith theﬂuoride of the
GDP-AlFx in the nucleotide-binding site and the main chain carbonyl
oxygen forms a hydrogen bond with a glutamine residue (Q61) of Ras'
switch II region. This arginine is thought to participate in catalysis by
stabilizing the transition state and orienting the catalytic machinery
during GTP hydrolysis. A similar interaction has been reported in other
small G protein, i.e.Arf6-ArfGAP complex [132]. In NSF, Arginine Fingers
come from the neighboring subunit (Blue subunit in Fig. 3B). It is
possible that SNAP–SNARE complex binding to the NSF-N and central
pore of NSF-D1 causes a conformational change in the NSF-D1 of the
hexamer which positions the Arginine Fingers from neighboring
subunits into the nucleotide-binding pocket. This would result in
R385 interacting with the γ-phosphate of ATP and R388 forming a salt
bridgewith E329 in theWalker Bmotif of an adjacent subunit (Pink onein Fig. 3B). The ﬁrst interaction polarizes the γ-phosphate and stabilizes
the transition state (ADP·Pi); the secondone positions E329 correctly to
polarize an attacking water molecule. Both would accelerate ATP
hydrolysis. The R385A and R388A mutations didn't affect the basal
ATPase but did blunt SNAP–SNARE complex-stimulated ATPase activity
in vitro [86], suggesting the effects of Arginine Fingers on NSF ATPase
activity depend on NSF engagement with SNAP–SNARE complexes. The
defect in disassembly of SNAP–SNARE complexes [86] caused by R385A
and R388A mutations could be related to a deﬁcit in stimulating NSF's
ATPase activity. The trans-action of Arginine Fingers is critical for NSF
function, since the R385Amutant had a dominant-negative effect in vivo
(as did Walker B motif mutant E329Q) [86]. The E329Q and R385A
mutants were incorporated into mixed-hexamers and caused appre-
ciable cytotoxicity and alterations in Golgi complex morphology. NSF-
D2 is required for oligomerization [19], but has neither conserved
Arginine Fingers nor does it catalyze signiﬁcant ATP hydrolysis.
The Arginine Fingers motif is conserved in other AAA+ proteins.
In p97-D1, R359 from a neighboring protomer interacts with the
γ-phosphate of ATP and R362 forms a salt bridge with E305 in the
Walker B motif on an adjacent subunit [118]. In mouse SKD/VPS4B,
R290 and R291 promote hexamerization through the interaction
with γ-phosphate of ATP [108]. R169 in the processivity clamp loader
γ-complex participates in interactions with D36 and Q32 which are
located in the adjacent subunit [107]. An interaction between
Arginine Fingers and Walker B motif is also suggested in the MCM
protein, where ATPase activity of the R473A (Arginine Finger) is
rescued by co-incubation with the D404A (Walker B) mutant. The
signiﬁcance of Arginine Fingers in AAA+ family was ﬁrst noted for
FtsH where R312 and R315 mutants abolish ATPase activity [100].
Subsequently, the importance of Arginine Fingers has been shown for
many AAA+ proteins [5,97,108,133–137]. Mutations of this conserved
motif not only affect ATPase activity but also disrupt hexamerization.
Mutations in Arginine Fingers abolish hexamerization in ClpB [97] and
decrease cooperative helicase activity in MCM [133]. In p97-D1, the
R362E mutation partially disrupts the hexamer and R359E/R362E
double mutants are predominantly monomers [104]. R638A mutation
in p97-D2 decreases ATPase activity ~100-fold [85]. In SKD1/VPS4B,
R290A/R291A mutations disrupt the ATP-dependent oligomerization
[108].
3.5.4. ATP Hydrolysis (Step 6)
In the last step of NSF's catalytic cycle, ATP is hydrolyzed by NSF-
D1; the chemical energy from ATP hydrolysis causes the large
conformational changes in NSF, which are coupled to SNAP–SNARE
complex disassembly (Fig. 4).
3.5.4.1. ATP hydrolysis in the protomer. ATP is hydrolyzed in the
individual nucleotide-binding pocket and theWalker Bmotif is critical
for this step [29]. The side chain of E329 in Walker B motif serves to
activate a water molecule by making the oxygen more electronega-
tive. The activated water molecule becomes a better nucleophile and
attacks the γ-phosphate of ATP ([31] and Fig. 3B). The E329Q mutant
shows ~70% decrease of basal ATPase activity and no SNAP–SNARE-
stimulated ATPase activity, but no SNARE–SNARE binding defect [29].
These results demonstrate Walker B motif is not responsible for ATP
and SNAP–SNARE complex binding but is essential for ATP hydrolysis.
This glutamate residue in the Walker B motif is highly conserved in
AAA+ proteins and mutation of this residue in other family members
shows the same phenotype as that in NSF [2]. It has been reported that
this residue is present in two different conﬁgurations in AAA+
proteins: one thatmediates the low basal ATPase activity and a second
that mediates the stimulated ATPase activity. This inter-conversion
between states is thought to be controlled by binding to protein
substrates. In this proposal this residue is called a “glutamate switch”
[138]. As discussed above, this switch is probably affected by the
electrostatic interactions between this glutamate residue and the
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3.5.4.2. The cycle of ATP hydrolysis in the hexamer. To better understand
the coupling between conformational changes of NSF and SNARE
complex disassembly, we also need to consider how ATP hydrolysis
occurs in the oligomeric ring. In AAA+ proteins, three possibilities
have been proposed: rotational, synchronized, and sequential [4]. In
the rotational model, ATP hydrolysis occurs in three subunits and the
other three subunits are always inactive; in the synchronized model,
all the subunits are occupied and all hydrolyze ATP simultaneously; in
the sequential model, all the subunits are active but the nucleotide-
bound state of each subunit alternates as one goes around the
hexamer. Several studies support the sequential model in other AAA+
oligomers. First of all, not all of the six subunits need to bind ATP
simultaneously. Each proteasome-activating nucleotidase (PAN)
hexamer only binds four ATPγSs [99] and only half of the sites are
available for nucleotide binding in p97 [125]; Secondly, the
communication between neighboring subunits during ATP hydrolysis
has been reported in ClpX, RuvB, MCM [98,139–142]. This has been
elegantly shown in the hetero-oligomeric m-AAA preoteases. By co-
expressing Yta10 and Yta12 subunits in yeast, the authors made a
hetero-oligomeric m-AAA protease with alternating Yta10 and Yta12
subunits. Mutation (Yta10-WT/Yta12-K394A) in the Walker A motif
of Yta12 subunits (no nucleotide binding) inhibits ATPase activity up
to ~70%; however, mutation (Yta10-WT/Yta12-E448Q) in the Walker
B motif of Yta12 subunits (trapped-ATP) completely abolishes the
ATPase activity of the hetero-hexamer. Using a gain-of-function
genetic screen, the authors identiﬁed the Arginine Fingers and the
conserved ΦhG of the pore as being involved in inter-subunit
communications. In the proposed model, Arginine Fingers in Yta10
subunit sense the nucleotide state in the adjacent Yta12 subunit and
ATP-hydrolysis in Yta12 subunit changes the conformation of its pore
loop, releasing the substrate. The alternating ATP hydrolysis in
different subunits generates a rotational power stroke in the
substrate, unfolding and translocating the substrate through the pore.
Although the translocation mechanism is unlikely for NSF, the
functions of the Walker B motif and Arginine Fingers in inter-
protomer communication suggest that NSF could hydrolyze ATP in a
sequential model. Only the E329Q and R385A mutants were toxic
when expressed in HeLa cells. Given that both mutants did form
mixed-hexamers [86], it seems plausible that inclusion of a mutant
protomer “poisons” the hexamer, thus leading to cytotoxicity. This
would imply some concerted mechanism to interconnect protomers.
NSF's Arginine Fingers could connect two adjacent protomers by
interacting with ATP's γ-phosphate and/or participating in electro-
static interactions with E329 (Fig. 3B), as proposed above. Other
interactions with Arginine Fingers are also possible, since the mixture
of Arginine Fingers and Walker A mutants partially restores the
ATPase activity of RuvB, p97, and MCM [104,133,139]. Nucleotide
binding studies show that NSF contains two different classes of
nucleotide binding sites: high afﬁnity ATP-binding sites in NSF-D2 and
low afﬁnity sites in NSF-D1. Each NSF protomer binds to one ATP in
both its high or in its low afﬁnity sites but no cooperative ATP binding
has been detected [77]. To further delve into the cooperative
hydrolysis of ATP, future studies will need to focus on: 1) using
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) to precisely determine the
number of available nucleotide binding sites in the NSF hexamer;
2) making complementary mutations in the Walker A motif, Arginine
Fingers and the central pore to screen for mutations that can restore
NSF-E329Q mutant's activity (ATP hydrolysis, cell viability).
3.5.5. Conformational Dynamics during NSF's ATPase Cycle (Step 6)
The NSF-mediated disassembly of SNAP–SNARE complexes occurs
in a series of steps (Fig. 4). These steps are reliant on speciﬁc
conformational changes in NSF upon ATP binding, hydrolysis, and/orexchange of ADP for ATP. A full understanding of ATP-dependent
SNARE complex disassembly will require the resolution of the
structural changes associated with each step.
3.5.5.1. Conformational changes in NSF-N and NSF-D1 domains. The
different conformation of NSF in ATP- or ADP-bound states was ﬁrst
reported using deep-freeze etch electron microscopy (EM) [82].
When placed onmica sheets, NSF appears as a hexamerwith a six-fold
radial symmetry. NSF-D1 and NSF-D2 form a double-stacked ring
structure, which is ~10 nm high. Since the NSF-D2 has minor ATPase
activity and is responsible for oligomeriztion of NSF, it is believed NSF-
D2 constitutively exists in the ATP-bound state. The dramatic changes
seen are identiﬁed as involving the NSF-D1 and NSF-N. In the presence
of nonhydrolyzable ATP, the ring diameter of NSF-D1 is ~13 nm with
six domains ﬂared outward away from the central pore (these were
interpreted to be NSF-N domains). In the ADP-bound state, the
putative N domains are packed back onto the double-ring structure
and the NSF-D1 ring is dilated to ~16 nm. However, the quick freeze
step and the effects of the mica on NSF could affect the NSF structure.
The nucleotide-dependent conformational changes in NSF-N and NSF-
D1 domains are not detected in NSF-E329Q by the higher resolution
electron cryomicroscopy [83]. Another way to detect the conforma-
tional changes in NSF is via crystallization in different nucleotide
states; but this has so far been plagued by technical problems. Only
crystal structures of NSF fragments (NSF-N and NSF-D2) are available
[30,31,74,75].
A third method is analytical ultracentrifugation. However, the
traditional analytical methods, relying on protein absorbance
(~280 nm), are severely affected by the presence of high concentra-
tions of nucleotide in the NSF buffer. Typically, the OD260 of 0.5 mM
ATP is ~7. Because of this interference and low signal to noise, NSFwas
ﬁrst thought to be a trimer [29] and had similar sedimentation
coefﬁcients in either ADP- or ATP-bound states [27]. To solve this
problem, NSF was labeled with an optical probe, (Ni2+-NTA)2-Cy3
(λabs=550 nm), which binds to its N-terminal His6-tag. The confor-
mational changes of NSF have been primarily studied by sedimenta-
tion velocity with (Ni2+-NTA)2-Cy3 labeled NSF in the presence of
different nucleotides [93,94]. By analyzing the NSF-AMP-PNP- and
NSF-ADP-bound states in parallel, the subtle differences of NSF in two
different nucleotide states are easily detected. NSF-AMP-PNP sedi-
ments fasterwith a calculated s20,W larger thanNSF-ADP. The smaller f/
f0 in NSF-AMP-PNP also indicates that NSF exists in a more compact
state before it hydrolyzes ATP. Since the f/f0 value for a spherical
protein is ~1.2, the shapes of NSF either in AMP-PNP-bound state (f/
f0=1.4) or ADP-bound state (f/f0=1.47) are more ellipsoidal. The
data from these ultracentrifugation experiments offer different
conclusion from what has been reported by electron microscopy,
where the ADP-bound state was more compact [82]. This difference is
perhaps due to the effects of themica on NSF in the ATP-bound state. If
the NSF-N-D1 portion is ﬂexible in the ATP-bound state, it may be able
to packmore tightly in solution butmay be splayed out by interactions
with the mica sheet. These two datasets agree that NSF, in its two
nucleotide states, is conformationally different.
Six-fold symmetry is a common feature of many AAA+ proteins,
including p97 [118,125,143–146], ClpB [147] and Hsp104 [135,148].
These proteins share a common domain arrangement, with an N
domain followed by two AAA domains in each protomer. The cryo-EM
structures of these proteins show that they all form double-stacked
ring structures. In ClpB and Hsp104, the diameter of the top ring and
the size of its central pore vary in response to different nucleotides.
The high-resolution crystal structures of p97 in different nucleotide-
bound states give some insights into the conformational changes of
AAA+ proteins during an ATPase cycle. p97 is the only ATPase with a
tandem AAA+ domain for which the crystal structures in its native
hexameric state are currently available [125,127]. ATP hydrolysis by
p97 is required for protein dislocation during endoplasmic reticulum-
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binding to adaptor proteins, such as p47, which mediates p97 binding
to other substrates [20]. Unlike NSF-D2, the p97-D1 domain is
important for oligomerization while the p97-D2 domain is the major
ATPase domain. Comparing the crystal structures of p97 in AMP-PNP-,
ADP-AlFx- (transition state), ADP-bound and apo states, shows that
the p97-N domains are mobile and become rigid only in the transition
state (ADP-AlFx); the p97-D1 domain is invariant. The linker between
p97-D1-D2 and the p97-D2 domain undergo large conformational
changes, speciﬁcally in the C-terminal α-helical subdomain (D2α)
and in the Arginine Finger motifs. During ATP hydrolysis, the
conformational changes of p97-D2 are transmitted to the p97-D1
domain by p97-D1-D2 linker, which ﬁnally affects the motion of the
p97-N domains. Because NSF-N and the major ATPase domain (NSF-
D1) are connected, we propose that the conformational changes of
NSF are in NSF-N and NSF-D1 domains. Further experiments to study
the hydrodynamics of NSF truncation mutants (NSF-D2, NSF-D1D2)
by sedimention velocity will be required to conﬁrm our hypothesis.
3.5.5.2. Role of Sensor 2 in NSF-D1. Another region, which is likely to
undergo a large conformational change, is the C-terminal α-helical
subdomain in NSF-D1, where the Sensor 2 is located. In AAA+
proteins, Sensor 2 lies just above the nucleotide binding site (Fig. 3B).
A conserved arginine in Sensor 2 of some AAA+ proteins forms a salt
bridge with the β-phosphate of ATP and ADP [105–107], allowing
discrimination between the nucleotide-bound and apo states. This
arginine is absent in NSF-D1 and is replaced with a lysine in NSF-D2
(also in Sec18p). Mutations of three residues (E440, L441, E442) in
Sensor 2 of NSF-D1 had only limited effects on basal ATPase activity,
suggesting that Sensor 2 plays only a limited role in nucleotide
binding. The E440R (but not E440A), L441A and the E442R (but not
E442A) mutations did affect SNAP-dependent SNARE complex
binding [86] and the presence of a positive charge at that position is
detrimental. Since it is unlikely that Sensor 2 is the SNAP–SNARE
complex binding site, this phenotype may imply that the role of
Sensor 2 is to induce a SNAP–SNARE-binding-competent state. We
showed E440A, L441A and E442R (but not E442A) affected the SNAP–
SNARE-stimulated ATPase activity and complex disassembly [86].
Similarly, a positively-charged residue in these positions affected both
processes. Taken together, these results suggest Sensor 2 plays
multiple roles including nucleotide sensing, ATP hydrolysis and
complex disassembly (Fig. 4). An alternative explanation is that the
Sensor 2 region is very ﬂexible and undergoes conformational
changes in the different steps of NSF ATPase cycle, which give Sensor
2 different roles. A possible model for the movements of Sensor 2 in
different steps of NSF action is: Step 1, theWalker A motif coordinates
ATP binding by forming the hydrogen bonds between the side chain of
the conserved lysine and the β- and γ-phosphate oxygen atoms. The
presence of ATP is sensed by the conserved asparagine in Sensor 1
through a hydrogen bond between its side chain and γ-phosphate
oxygen atom. This information would be transferred outside the
nucleotide-binding pocket in NSF-D1 to NSF-N, which could be
mediated by conformational changes in Sensor 2. The orientation
changes of NSF-N relative to NSF-D1 expose the basic surface in
groove 3 for α-SNAP binding. Step 5, after NSF binding to α-SNAP
through NSF-N, this information would be transferred back into the
nucleotide-binding pocket again through the Sensor 2 region, causing
the movement of the Arginine Fingers (the binding of SNAP–SNARE
complex to central pore loop in NSF-D1 could also have such effects)
to the appropriate position; thus promoting ATP hydrolysis. Step 6,
after ATP hydrolysis, the chemical energy from hydrolysis provides
the energy needed for a drastic conformational change of the NSF-D1
α-subdomain where Sensor 2 is located. The movements of NSF-D1
α-subdomain cause the conformational changes of NSF-N, which
participates in SNARE complex disassembly through α-SNAPs (dis-
cussed below). The fact that mixed-hexamers of Sensor 2 mutants didnot have dominant-negative effects in vivo [86], indicates that Sensor
2 may act in cis and is not involved in inter-protomer communication
during ATP hydrolysis.
The lack of the conserved arginine in Sensor 2 is also seen in p97/
Cdc48p, PEX1/Pex1p, PEX6/Pex6p and VPS4A/VPS4B/Vps4p. Sensor 2
has been reported to mediate conformational changes associated with
nucleotide binding and/or hydrolysis in other AAA+ proteins [134].
R296 in the Sensor 2 of the Rubisco activase is critical for
conformational changes, as shown by proteolytic protection analysis
and intrinsic ﬂuorescence changes [5]. In p97, the D2α region
undergoes an order–disorder transition during the hydrolysis cycle
[127]. These data suggest that analytical centrifugation analysis of the
mutants in Sensor 2 region (E440A, L441A or E442R) in different
nucleotide-bound states may prove useful in determining if Sensor 2
plays any role in NSF's nucleotide-related conformational changes.
3.6. SNARE complex disassembly mechanism
A structural and mechanistic understanding of how the SNAP–
SNARE complex is disassembled by NSF remains an open problem.
Two models have been proposed: the helicase model and the socket-
wrench model [50]. In the helicase model, NSF destabilizes the SNARE
complex by pulling one of the SNAREs into its central pore. In the
socket wrench model, NSF is a ratchet and the three α-SNAPs are the
socket. The mechanical force generated from NSF ATP hydrolysis
repositions the NSF-N domains to produce a torque, thus altering the
overall conformation of the α-SNAPs. The conformational changes of
α-SNAPs are coupled to untwist the SNARE complex [50]. Initial
proposals suggested that the central zero-layer of the SNARE complex
would be a critical element of complex disassembly. It was thought
that hydrating the charged residues would destabilize the hydropho-
bic core of the SNARE complex, though direct experimental data have
not supported this model [150]. Thus it is formally possible that either
“pulling” or “twisting” by NSF and α-SNAP is sufﬁcient to disassemble
SNARE complexes. Understanding what conformational changes NSF
can undergo during nucleotide hydrolysis, may help in distinguishing
between these models.
Electronmicroscopy studies of theNSF–SNAP–SNAREcomplex show
that α-SNAP binds laterally along the SNARE bundle and NSF binds to
one end of the SNAP–SNARE complex. In this arrangement, the NSF-N
domains would face the C-terminus of α-SNAP and N-terminus of the
SNARE complex [83,151] (Fig. 2). NSF looks like a double-layered barrel
(NSF-D1 and NSF-D2) with six protrusions extended from the side of
NSF-D1 and a cap-like structure (SNAP–SNARE) sits on the top. A
structural similarity has been noted in the p97–p47 complex, where
three p47 adaptormolecules bind to the N-terminal domains of the p97
hexamer [124]. Superposition of the EMreconstructionsof p97–p47 and
the NSF–SNAP–SNARE complex shows that p97–p47 is similar to the
NSF-SNAP-SNARE complex both in size and overall shape. The p97–p47
complex adopts a barrel-shaped arrangement (p97-D1 and p97-D2)
with small densities protruding outwards from the outer tip of the p97-
D1 ring (p97-N) and the adaptor proteins (p47) are located on top of the
hexamer. Therefore, the possible dislocation mechanism reported for
p97 could be used to reﬁne a model for NSF-mediated SNAP–SNARE
complex disassembly.
Nucleotide-dependent conformational changes of the p97–p47
complex have been detected in EM analyses. In the presence of AMP-
PNP, there is no central hole in the p97-D2 ring. P97-D1 ring has the
same diameter as that of p97-D2 ring and stacks on the top of p97-D2.
Three p47 molecules sit on the top of the central pore region of p97-
D1 ring. In the presence of ADP, a pore of ~20 Å is seen at the bottom
of the p97-D2 ring and the particle is wider at the p97-D1-D2
interface. Three arms corresponding to the N-terminal domains of p47
emerge from the central pore [124]. From the structural studies of
p97, it is proposed that changes occurring during ATP hydrolysis in
the p97-D2 are transmitted and applied to p97-N. This leads to the
168 C. Zhao et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1823 (2012) 159–171conformational changes of the p47 adaptor domains, exerting a
pulling force required for protein dislocation.
3.6.1. Possible model of SNAP–SNARE complex disassembly
As shown previously, NSF-N and the conserved loop (Y296/G298)
in the pore region of NSF-D1 are involved in SNAP–SNARE binding.
Mutations of Y296 and G298 affected the SNAP–SNARE complex
disassembly [86]. Based on the structure NSF-D2 [30,31], the proposed
“3-in, 3-out” organization of NSF-N domains [75] and the similarity
between NSF and p97, we suggest a model for SNAP–SNARE complex
disassembly (Fig. 5). In this model, three α-SNAPs interact primarily
with three N-domains extended from the NSF hexamer. This positions
the SNARE complex in close proximity to the pore region of NSF-D1
domain. In the pore region, the SNARE complex interacts with the
hydrophobic patch (Y296/G298) in one of the loops. The interaction
sites between NSF-D1 pore and SNARE complex work as a racket,
holding the SNARE complex inside the NSF-D1 pore. The SNAP–SNARE
binding also induces the conformational changes of Arginine Fingers
in NSF-D1, which are moved into the ATP binding sites and interact
with the γ-phosphate of the bound ATP. This interaction puts the γ-
phosphate into the right position for the glutamate in the Walker B
motif to catalyze ATP hydrolysis [138]. After ATP hydrolysis, the
chemical energy is converted into physical changes in NSF, including
the conformational changes in the Sensor 2 and the central pore loop.
The former motif transfers this information to NSF-N domains and the
movements of the NSF-N domains are then coupled to α-SNAPs,
which act as a socket to disassemble the SNARE complex. The relative
movements of the central pore loop in NSF-D1 during ATP hydrolysis
may assist in complex disassembly. This model of NSF is speculative
but can be useful in interpreting future studies.
3.6.2. Application of this model to other AAA+ proteins
Other AAA+ proteins involved in protein complex disassembly are
p97, VPS4, and the PEX1–PEX6 complex [115,152,153]. Although there
are more structural studies of p97 or p97-adaptor complexes, a full
understandingof themechanism(s) of p97 inmembrane fusionor ERAD
is still currently unavailable. The structural similarity between p97 and
NSF helps in making models to describe SNARE complex disassembly.
The information from such a model will be useful to understand the
mechanisms of both proteins. Compared to p97 and NSF, the VPS4 and
PEX1–PEX6 complexes are less studied. In the proposed model of VPS4
function, the Microtubule Interacting and Transport (MIT) motif in
VPS4-N binds to the MIT interacting Motif (MIM)motif in the ESCRT-III
proteins. This interaction then promotes the hexamerization of VPS4,
stimulates VPS4 ATPase activity and brings ESCRT-III proteins into
proximity to the central pore of VPS4. At this stage, ESCRT-III proteins
enter the central pore and interact with the conserved hydrophobic
patch in the central pore loop. ATP hydrolysis causes the movement of
this loop, which provides a physical force to dissociate the ESCRT-III
complex from endosome membranes thus recycling the individual
subunit back [21]. The model of VPS4 disassembly of ESCRT-III complex
is similar to what we propose for NSF; however, more evidence is
needed to support this model. The functional roles of PEX1 and PEX6 in
peroxisome biogenesis have still not been deﬁned. One possible model
is that PEX1 and PEX6 form a complex, which is recruited to the
peroxisomal membrane through their interaction with PEX26. ATP-
dependent conformational changes in the PEX1 and PEX6 complex are
used to disengage PEX5 from peroxisomal membrane. PEX5 is then
recycled to the cytosol where it binds to more proteins and transports
them into peroxisomes [153]. Our work will help in designing
experiments to further study VPS4 and PEX1-PEX6 complexes and to
understand their mechanisms.
In summary, the research described in this review uncovers
more questions than it provides answers. However, with the new Cy-
(Ni2+NTA)2-His6 labeling technique [93], it will be now possible to
address some of the questions about the conformational changes thatNSF undergoes during ATP hydrolysis. This same approach could be
applied to other AAA+ proteins. In addition, it will be possible to
examine the assembly of the NSF-SNAP-SNARE complexes temporal-
ly, which will greatly aid in understanding the mechanisms of SNARE
complex disassembly. Since the AAA domains are extremely well-
conserved within the family, elucidation of the basic structure and
function of NSF will provide clues to understand the common
mechanisms of other AAA+ proteins.
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